Abstract-The problem of resolving the fine details of a signal from its coarse scale measurements or, as it is commonly referred to in the literature, the super-resolution problem arises naturally in engineering and physics in a variety of settings. We suggest a unified convex optimization approach for super-resolution. The key is the construction of an interpolating polynomial in the measurements space based on localized kernels. We also show that the localized kernels act as the connecting thread to another wide-spread problem of stream of pulses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Super-resolution is the task of estimating the fine details of a signal from its coarse scale measurements (see for instance [1] , [2] , [3] ). This problem arises in many physical and engineering problems as sensing systems have a physical constraint on the highest resolution the system can achieve. The aim of this paper is to suggest a unified convex optimization approach for super-resolution problems, based on the construction of interpolating polynomials and the existence of well-localized kernels.
For simplicity, we consider signals of the form x(t) = m c m δ tm , t ∈ M, (I.1) where δ t is a Dirac measure, M ⊂ R d , d ≥ 1, is a compact manifold and T := {t m } is the signal's support. This model can be extended to piece-wise polynomials given additional information (e.g. boundary condition, signal's average).
The information we have on the signal is its low spectral coefficients, namely its 'low-resolution' measurements. In this paper, we consider three concrete examples. Suppose M is the d-dimensional torus. In this case, we assume that the measurements are given as
where F N projects x onto the space of trigonometric polynomials of degree N . That is, we have access solely to the low 2N + 1 low Fourier coefficients of x. This model reflects the fact that many measurement devices have limited resolution (e.g. diffraction limits in microscopes) . This problem can be solved using parametric methods such as MUSIC, matrix pencil and ESPRIT [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . However, the robustness of these methods is not well understood. We mention that asymptotic results regarding the robustness of these methods were derived in [8] , [9] and significant steps towards a nonasymptotic behavior have been taken recently [10] , [11] .
Another closely-related example is the projection of x onto the space of algebraic polynomials of degree N . In this case we choose M as the manifold [−1, 1] d . This problem arises, for instance, in spectral methods to numerically solve partial differential equations (see e.g. [12] , [13] ).
The third example is low-resolution measurements of signals lying on the bivariate sphere S 2 . In this case, we assume that a Dirac ensemble of the form (I.1) lies on S 2 , and we have access only to its low N spherical harmonics coefficients, which is the extension of Fourier analysis for signals on the sphere. This problem arises for instance in medical imaging [14] , [15] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following section describes the convex optimization framework and its main ingredient -the construction of interpolating polynomials. Section III reveals the intimate relations between localized kernels and super-resolution and demonstrates it on the three examples. Later on, Section IV is devoted to the problem of recovery from stream of pulses and its connection to the super-resolution problem. Section V shows several numerical experiments for super-resolution on the sphere. Ultimately, in Section VI we draw some conclusions and suggest future extensions.
II. CONVEX OPTIMIZATION APPROACH TO SUPER-RESOLUTION
In this paper we focus on a convex optimization approach for resolving signals from their low resolution measurements. We use the Total-Variation (TV) norm as a sparse-promoting regularization. In essence, the TV norm is the generalization of 1 norm to the real line (for rigorous definition, see for instance Section 1 in [16] and [17] ). For signals of the form (I.1), we have x T V = m |c m |.
The main pillar of this framework is the following theorem [18] :
Theorem II. there exists q ∈ Π D such that
then x is the unique real Borel measure satisfying By taking Π D as the space spanned by the eigenfunctions of the low-resolution measurement operator, Theorem II.1 implies that the super-resolution problem can be reduced to a polynomial construction problem. We mention that similar techniques, frequently referred to as dual certificate, are widely used in many sparse recovery problems, see for instance [19] , [20] , [21] .
From the algorithmic perspective, it is interesting to notice that in all three cases the infinite-dimensional TV minimization problem (II.3) can be solved accurately (i.e. to any desired resolution) by algorithms with finite complexity which depends only on N . The recovery is performed by a three-stage algorithm involving the solution of a semi-definite program based on the dual problem of (II.3) (can be solved using offthe-shelf software), followed by root-finding and least square fitting [22] , [16] , [23] . Alternatively, one can discretize the problem and solve standard 1 minimization which converges to the solution of (II.3) as the discretization becomes finer [24] . As we discuss later, these solutions are robust to noisy measurements under a separation condition.
III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIALS
As aforementioned, super-resolution problem can be reduced to the construction of an interpolating polynomial which lies in the space spanned by the eigenfunctions of the lowresolution measurement operator. The existence of such a polynomial relies on two interrelated pillars. The first is the separation condition defined as follows.
Definition III.1. A set of points T ⊂ M is said to satisfy the minimal separation condition with respect to the metric
where ν > 0 is a constant which does not depend on N .
Along this work we argue that the separation condition is a sufficient condition. However, we emphasize that few works prove that the separation is also necessary, and without minimal separation the recovery can not be stable in the presence of superfluous noise [22] , [23] , [11] .
The second pillar is the existence of well-localized kernels in the space spanned by the eigenfunction of the low-resolution measurement operator. To explain this statement, we will demonstrate it through our three prime examples.
Consider a signal of the form of (I.1) defined on the circle [0, 1] and its projection onto the space of trigonometric polynomials of degree N . In the time domain, the projection is given as
where D N (t) = N k=−N e jkt is the Dirichlet kernel of degree N .
The key for super-resolving the signal is the existence the Fejer kernelD N , a well-localized smooth super-position of Dirichlet kernels. Equipped with the wrap-around metric d (t i , t j ) = t i − t j ∞ , the authors of [22] showed that under the separation condition of Definition III.1, there exist coefficients {a m } and {b m } so that the polynomial
satisfies (II.1) and (II.2). Hence, the TV minimization (II.3) recovers x exactly in the univariate case. They also showed that similar polynomials can be constructed for higher dimensional signals. In this manner, the existence of the Fejer kernel is crucial for the ability to resolve a signal on the d-dimensional torus under the separation condition. In consecutive papers, the existence of the interpolating polynomial also serves as the basis for proving that the TV minimization results in a robust and localized solution in the presence of noise [25] , [26] .
A similar result holds for the case in which the measurements are the projection of a signal of the form (I.1) on [−1, 1] onto any basis spanning the space of algebraic polynomials of degree N . As was shown in [16] , by considering the metric d (t i , t j ) = |arccos (t i ) − arccos (t j )| one can construct the appropriate algebraic polynomial q(t) under the separation condition of Definition III.1 and hence the recovery through TV minimization is guaranteed. Observe that in this case, the minimal required separation is space-dependent and reduced near the edges to the order of O N −3/2 . A consecutive paper showed that the recovery is also robust to noisy measurements [27] . These results hold for the bivariate case as well.
The same phenomenon occurs for signals on the bivariate sphere S 2 . Recall that spherical harmonics is the natural extension of Fourier analysis to signals on the sphere, and consider a Dirac ensemble on S
2 , the space of spherical harmonics of degree N . We assume that the information we have on the signal is its projection onto
In the space domain, the projection onto V N S 2 can be written as a spherical convolution, where by the addition formula [28] 
where Y n,k is the conjugate of Y n,k , and P N,3 (x) is the univariate ultraspherical Gegenbauer polynomial of order 3 and degree N . In [29] , it was shown that a smooth super-position of the kernel K N (ξ · η) results in a well-localized kernel in the space of spherical harmonics of degree N . We denote the localized kernel as F N (ξ ·η), and by D ξ, , = 1, 2 the partial rotational derivatives at ξ. Leveraging the localization of F N , it is known [18] that there exist coefficients {α m }, {β m } and {γ m } so that a polynomial of the form 
where M(S 2 ) is the space of signed Borel measures on S 2 .
It has been shown in [23] (for a discrete version of (III.3)) that the recovery error in the presence of noise is proportional to the noise level.
We conclude this section with an interesting observation regrading non-negative signals (i.e. c m > 0). In this case, a sufficient condition for signal recovery is the existence of interpolating polynomial as in Theorem II.1 but the constraint in (II.1) is replaced by a weaker constraint of q(t m ) = 1 for all t m ∈ T (see Theorem 5.1 in [18] ). Consider the case of the projection of signals on [0, 1] onto the space of trigonometric polynomials of degree N . In this case for any s ≤ N a polynomial of the form
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree N , q(t m ) = 1 for all t m ∈ T and |q(t)| < 1 otherwise. Consequently, a clustered N -sparse signal with non-negative coefficient can be recovered exactly. The same observation is noted for the other two cases with similar constructions (see [18] ).
IV. SUPER-RESOLUTION AND STREAM OF PULSES
In the previous section we stressed that the existence of well-localized kernels is crucial for resolving signals. The localized kernels bind the super-resolution problem to the problem of stream of pulses, namely recovery of the delays T := {t m } and weights {c m } from the measurements
where K(t) is a pulse shape (kernel) and K σ (t) := K(t/σ) for some scaling parameter σ > 0. An alternative representation of the problem is as y(t) = (x * K σ ) (t) where
In a manner similar to Theorem II.1, the recovery problem can be reduced to construction of a special interpolating function, as follows:
there exists a function of the form x T V subject to
We note that here too, as in the super-resolution problems, the existence of q(t) relies on separation and localization. If the support T satisfies the separation condition with the metric d(t i , t j ) = |t i −t j | and σ = 1/N , there exist coefficients {a m } and {b m } so that
satisfies the requirements of Theorem IV.1, and thus enabling perfect recovery. This holds if the kernel K(t) is localized. More precisely, the kernel should satisfy the definition of admissible kernel as follows: Definition IV.2. A kernel K is admissible if it has the following properties:
, is real and even. 
Here too, the existence of the interpolating function guarantees a robust and localized recovery [30] , [31] . Interestingly, in the non-negative case (i.e. c m > 0) the separation is unnecessary. In the presence of noise, the recovery error is proportional to the noise level, and depends on the number of spikes within any resolution cell of size νσ [32] .
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE SPHERE
To demonstrate our results we chose to use the less familiar example where we consider the recovery of a Dirac ensemble on the sphere (III.1) from its low-resolution measurements (III.2). In this case, the TV minimization (III.3) can be solved to any desired accuracy by a three-stages algorithm consists of semi-definite optimization problem with O N 4 variables, followed by root-finding and least square fitting. In case that the measurements are contaminated with bounded noise, it has been shown that the recovery error is proportional to the noise level (in the discrete setting) [23] .
The following experiments were conducted in Matlab using CVX [33] , which is the standard modelling system for convex optimization. The signals were generated in the following two stages:
• Random locations on the sphere were drawn uniformly, sequentially added to the signal's support, while maintaining the separation condition of Definition III.1.
• Once the support was determined, the amplitudes were drawn randomly from an iid normal distribution with standard deviation of SD = 10. Figure 1 presents a numerical estimation of the separation constant ν (see Definition III.1). As can be seen, a separation constant of 2π seems to be sufficient in the noise-free setting. This separation coincides with the spatial resolution of the projection of x onto V N [34] . Figure 2 presents an example for super-resolution on the sphere. The signal in Figure 2a is the projection of the signal onto V 10 , whereas Figure 2b presents the recovered signal. The maximal and average recovery errors for several values of N are presented in Table I .
In the noisy setting, we added an iid noise with normal distribution and zero mean. Figure 3 presents the mean recovery error as a function of the noise standard deviation. We note that the error increases moderately with the standard deviation.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a general framework for resolving robustly signals in various settings and geometries using convex optimization. Localized kernels play a crucial role in the process. An important question is how general is this framework. That is to say, under which settings we can expect to resolve signal robustly using convex optimization. This topic is under ongoing research.
We also showed that the localization principle relates superresolution to other problems such as the recovery from stream of pulses. Recently, new results on the localization of the solution of (IV.1) have been developed and tested on real ultrasound data [31] . It is of a great interest to find more applications where similar techniques could be applied (for recent related works, see for instance [35] , [36] ).
From the algorithmic perspective, the aforementioned superresolution problems can be recast as finite dimensional problems which involve the solution of a semi-definite program, root-finding and least square fitting. It will be interesting to look for the relations of these algorithms with 'traditional' parametric methods such as MUSIC which also rely on rootfinding.
